ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 5

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The commander’s cupola was intended to ensure an all-round view with zero motion
of the turret. This cupola is cast and cylindrical in shape.

T

o ensure an all-round view, ive vision slits covered
by protective glass were cut into the turret walls.
The cupola roof that rotates on a ball bushing had
a double-wing hatch with an aperture for the vision
block in one of the shutters. For the vehicles manufactured
from 1945 to 1946, which had a single-wing hatch, the vision
block was placed in the stationary part of the cupola roof.
The turret cupola roof and the vision block rotated

on a ball bushing. The roof of the commander’s cupola hatch
is attached to the ixed part of the roof by hinges. In order
to facilitate its opening and reduce shock during closing,
a torsion bar was provided.
T-34-85 track layers are metallic, with lugs. Every layer
consists of 72 tracks (36 with lugs and 36 without lugs)
and the same number of track pins. Every track is made
of fashioned cast steel.

The MK-4 vision block is
located in the roof of
the commander’s cupola
roof, thus ensuring
the recognition of objects at
a distance of 1000 to1200 m.
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COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

Cupola periscope body

1
1

005A

Track link

8

005J

005B

Track link with guide horn

8

005K

Rear light of turret roof

005C

Turret cupola

1

005L

Left light of turret roof

1

Hinge base B

1

005D

Turret cupola fixed plate

1

005M

005E

Hinge base A

1

005N

3mm Screwdriver

1

005F

Cupola hatch

1

BM

1.7 × 4mm screw

2+1*

005G

Hinge pin

2

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

3+1*

005H

Cupola vision port

5

DP

1.5 × 5mm screw

30+5*

005I

Cupola periscope window

1

005E

2

Take the cupola hatch (005F)
and align the hinge base A (005E)
with the hatch hinge as shown.
Fix by pushing one hinge pin (005G)
through the hinge to lock the pieces
together. Do not force the pin – you may
need to twist the hinge back and forth
slightly to align the central hole. Use
your fingernail or pliers to push the pin
all the way through.

005G

005F

* includes spares

005A
005N

005M

3

Repeat the same technique to fix
hinge base B (005M) to the second
hinge on the cupola hatch (005F)
as shown. Again use one hinge pin (005G)
to lock the pieces together.

005G

005B

005F

005L

005E

4

Align the cupola hatch hinges over
the turret cupola (005C) and push
the two pins underneath each
hinge into the corresponding holes in
the fixed plate (005D). No screws are
required. You should now be able to raise
or close the hatch as you wish.

005I

005G

005F
005E

005J

005M
005K

005C
005D

005H
DP
BM

BP

005D

1

Take the turret cupola fixed plate
(005D) and align it
over the two fixing
tabs on the inside rim of
BP
the turret cupola (005C).
Fix from underneath with
two BP screws – see inset.

5

005D

005C

005M
005C

To assemble the cupola’s periscope,
first push the periscope window (005I)
into the hole in the fixed plate (005D)
from above. Then align the periscope body
(005J) over the same hole from beneath.
Fix both pieces with one BP screw
from beneath. You will need to squeeze
both pieces firmly together as you tighten
the screw.

005F

BP
005I
005D

005J
004J

BP

2

3
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6

Take the six cupola vision ports
(005H) and slot them into the inner
frame of the large hole in the turret
roof (001A) from the issue 1 assembly
as shown here. Place the assembled cupola
hatch over the hole, locking each of the
cupola vision ports between the two
sections.
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9

Take the
rear light of
turret roof
(005K) and push its
two pins into
the corresponding
holes in the rear
centre of the turret
top (001A).

001A
005H

005K
005K

005A

CARE WITH
PAINTED PARTS

BM

The metal parts of your tank kit have
been painted for you. Take special
care when assembling them to avoid
scratching the painted surfaces. If you
need to lay the assemblies on a work
surface or turn them upside down whilst
fitting screws, ensure you pad
the painted parts with a soft, clean cloth.

10

Take the eight track links
(005A) and eight track links
with guide horns (005B)
and lay them in a row, alternating them
as shown. Interlock one pair and fix them
together using a DP screw through each end
of the hinged joint.

7

Holding the hatch
firmly in place, turn
the assembly over
and fix the cupola to
the turret roof with two
BM screws from beneath –
see Care With Painted
Parts (left).

005A

005B

BM

11

Repeat the same
technique to join all
16 pieces of the track
together. Ensure you alternate
the plain track links (005A) with those
with guide horns (005B) and fix each
pair with two DP screws.

8

Take the left light of turret roof
(005L) and push its two pins into
the corresponding holes in the rear
left of the turret roof (001A).

001A
DP

005A

005L
005L
DP

4

005B

005B

DP

SELF-TAPPING
SCREWS
Self-tapping screws cut their own thread
in plastic. To make this easier, drive
the screw only part of the way in at first.
Then give the screw a half turn,
anti-clockwise, before continuing to tighten
it. This will release the plastic shavings
created as the screw cuts its thread,
and so help to prevent the screw
from jamming before it is fully tightened.
Repeat as necessary.
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STEP 6

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The fitting of an 85 mm cannon considerably improved the capabilities of the T34s
in combat with the enemy’s tanks. For example, it could penetrate the frontal armor
of a “Tiger” tank at a distance of 1000 m.

T

his 85 mm tank cannon comprised the following
basic parts: a barrel, a semi-automatic breech block,
a cradle, recoil mechanisms, elevating mechanism,
armour plates and a trigger mechanism. The barrel
comprised a monoblock tube, a breech ring, covers
and clips which were used to attach the recoil mechanism
cylinders to the barrel. The latter comprised a hydraulic
recoil bufer and a hydro-pneumatic return gear. The return
gear was placed on the left, and the bufer on the right.

A normal recoil length was 280-320 mm and the maximum
was 330 mm.
The canon had a vertical wedge breech block with a semiautomatic gear of mechanical type. The clip-loading cradle
was cast, and inside the tank turret the cradle was suspended on trunnions. The cannon was protected by two armour
plates attached to the cradle on the right- and left-hand
sides, and a shell bag that could open upwards and lock
in that position.

Between 1943 and 1945,
26,347 85 mm cannon for
the T-34-85 medium tank
were manufactured.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

006A

Blast chamber left rear

1

006L

Cylindrical canister

1

006B

Breech block

1

006M

Blast chamber right outer cover

1

006C

Blast chamber right rear

1

006N

Blast chamber box

1

006D

Blast chamber right inner cover

1

006O

Blast chamber lower cover

1

006E

Breech operating lever

1

006P

Spent cartridge catcher

1

006F

Breech operating handle

1

006Q

Shell guide plate

1

006G

Blast chamber upper cover

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

12+2*

006H

Recoil cylinder upper section

1

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

4+1*

006I

Recoil cylinder lower section

1

CP

1.5 × 4mm screw

1+1*

006J

Recoil cylinder end cap

1

EP

1.7 × 5× 5mm collar-headed screw

1+1*

006K

Blast chamber left outer cover

1

FP

1.7 × 5mm screw

1+1*
* includes spares

005F

006B

006A

006E

006D

006C

006G

2

Place the breech block (006B) on to
the blast chamber left rear (006A)
in the position shown, so that
the small semi-circular tab fits into
the semi-circular hole.

006B

006A
006B

3

Take the blast chamber upper cover
(006G) and fit one EP collar-headed
screw into the socket on its underside. Drive the screw in fully and use
the washer-like collar
of its head to retain
the cover (006G) to
006G
the blast chamber left rear
(006A) – see inset far right.

006G

EP

006L

006A

006N

006I

006H

006J

4

006G
006K

006M
006P
006O

LM

BP

CP

EP

FP

006A
006C

Fit the blast chamber right rear
(006C) over the blast chamber
left rear (006A), ensuring that the
blast chamber upper cover
(006G) is retained between
the two pieces by the EP collar-headed screw. Fix it with
two LM screws.

006B

006Q

LM

LM

5

Align the blast chamber
right inner cover (006D)
with the frame of the blast
chamber right rear (006C) and
push it in firmly so that the two
pins on its inner surface engage
with the two sockets inside
the frame. No glue is required.

1

Take the cannon breech assembly
from issue 2 and align the blast
chamber left
rear (006A) with
LM
the two fixing
tabs as shown. Fix
the pieces together
with two LM
screws.
006A

2

006A

006C
006D
006D

LM

3
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6

Align the breech operating
lever (006E) with two diagonal
holes on the blast chamber
right inner cover (006D) and push
its two locating pins into the holes.
Fit the breech operating handle (006F)
over the lever – push the pin on
its underside into the upper hole
of the lever. Then fix the pieces
together with one FP screw.

10

006D
006F
006E
LM

006K

FP
LM

006N

7
006N

Align the blast chamber box (006N)
with the two pins on the top of
the blast chamber right outer cover
(006M), then push
the box firmly in
place. No glue is
required.

006M
006M

LM

11

Fit the
recoil cylinder
upper section
(006H) to the underside
of the blast chamber
assembly as shown, so
that the two screw posts
protrude through the
holes.

8

Align the assembly from step
7 with the two
fixing holes in the right
blast chamber assembly
as shown. Fix with two
LM screws.

Fit the assembly from
step 9 on to the left side
of the blast chamber
as shown. Fix
LM
it with four LM
screws.

006H

006H

12

006H

006J
006J

Fit the recoil
cylinder end
cap (006J)
over the screw hole at
the rear of the blast
chamber as shown.

006M

LM

BP
006L

006L

9

LM

Fit the cylindrical canister (006L)
on to the blast chamber left cover
(006K) as shown. The pin at the top
of the rear of the canister must enter into
the upper hole on the cover, and the screw
hole at the base of the canister must
align with the larger hole diagonally
beneath. Fix the canister with a BP
screw from behind the cover.

13

Fit the recoil
cylinder
lower section (006I) over the upper
section (006H), ensuring
that the end cap (006J)
is retained between
the two pieces. Fix
with two LM screws.

006J
006H

LM
LM
006I

006K

4

5
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14

Fit the blast
chamber lower
cover (006O)
between the two blast chamber outer covers (006K and
006M) and fix with two BP
screws, one from each side.

17

Take the sheet of decals supplied with issue 3 and cut out
piece 003C. You will also need
the tweezers (001H) supplied with issue
1, a small bowl of luke warm water and
some soft paper tissue.

006K

003C
006M
вода

001H

006M

006O

BP

15
006P

006Q

Place the shell guide plate
(006Q) over the screw hole
at the top centre of the spent
cartridge catcher
(006P) and fix it with
a BP screw.

18

Soak the decal in a small bowl
of luke warm water for about
30 seconds until it can be slid
smoothly from the backing sheet.

001H
003C

вода

BP

19

16

Fit the spent cartridge catcher
assembly to the rear underside
of the blast chamber assembly.
Fix with one CP screw through the left arm
into the bottom corner of the blast chamber
left cover (006K). Then carefully insert
the pin at the end of each arm into the corresponding hole near to the recoil cylinder
lower section.

003C

Lay the backing sheet over
the blast chamber right outer
cover in the position shown
and slide the decal into place. Gently ease
the backing sheet from under the decal.
When it is correctly positioned, dab it dry
with soft tissue and wipe gently to remove
any air bubbles. Allow to air-dry for
at least five minutes before touching.

CP
006K

20
006M
006P
006P

6

This is how
the assembly
should look
once this stage is completed.
Keep all assembled parts
in a safe place until the next
stages.
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STEP 7

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 turret base was cast from 71L steel. The thickness of the front of the
turret was 75 mm, that of the sides and the back was 52 mm. After the 7th August
1944, these thicknesses were raised to 90 mm and 75 mm, respectively.

T

he cannon was mounted in the port at the front
of the turret by means of trunnions. The cradle trunnions
were demountable; and one end was ixed to the turret
brackets with bolts, while the other end was located
in the cradle apertures, in which, to reduce friction, bronze collars
were press-itted.
At the front, the turret port was covered by a sliding armour
plate placed on the cannon barrel and attached to the front
shoulder of the cradle with bolts.
The S-53 cannon possessed the advantage of difering favourably from
comparison with other cannon
by virtue of the simplicity

of its design and its reliability. The recoil mechanism and
the return gear were placed beneath the breech block base,
which made it possible to lower the iring line and extend the
distance between the breech ring and the rear turret wall.
During the summer of 1944, the cannon was upgraded
and its barrel walls were thickened, which reinforced the bottom
slide and the cradle. The trunnions were located somewhat closer
to the front to improve balance. In the recoil mechanism,
the spindle proile was modiied, the cam
was simpliied and a new electric trigger button
was introduced, while the cannon armour
mask was also modiied. This cannon
was designated the ZIS-S-53.
The frontal armour of
the T-34-85 turret
guaranteed protection
from German armourpiercing shells at distances
of between 800 and 2000 m.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE NUMBERS

007A

Turret front

1

007B

Turret front frame left

1

007C

Turret front frame right

1

007D

Turret front shield

Code numbers refer to the issue number in which the parts are
supplied (001 = issue 1 and so on) and a letter code (A, B, C...)
to distinguish each piece.
Hence 007A = issue 7, part A (turret front).

1

BM

1.7 × 4mm screw

2+1*

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

4+1*

OM

3.0 × 8mm screw

1+1*

007B

Screws are identified by diameter × length. Those into metal have
the code M; those into plastic have the code P. Each different type
has a letter prefix (A, B, C...).
Hence a BM screw is 1.7mm × 4mm for metal.

2

007B

007A

LM

* includes spares

Fit the turret front
frame left (007B)
to the two posts
on the inside left
of the turret front (007A).
Fix with two LM screws.

LM

007A
007B

3

Fit the turret front
frame right (007C)
to the two posts
on the inside right
of the turret front (007A).
Fix with two LM screws.

007C

007C
007C

BM

007D

OM

LM

LM
007A

1

Place the turret front
shield (007D) on
to the turret front
(007A) and engage the two
fixing posts in the positions
shown. Turn the assembly
over and fix with two BM
screws from the back.

LM

4

007A

BM

007D

Fit the assembled turret front
and shield with one OM screw into
the blast chamber, through the front
frame right (007C). Do not overtighten
the screw, as the shield should remain
moveable up and down. Note: Do NOT fix
a screw into the left frame, as this will be
secured in the next stage.

BM

007C

007D
007A

007B

LM

2

3
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step 8

tHe t-34-85 IN DetAIL
To fire the ZIS-S-53 by direct aiming, the TSH-16 articulated telescopic sight was
employed. The sight had fourfold magnification and a 16° field of view. Indirect fire
from concealed positions was undertaken with a lateral level and a turret protractor.

t

he DT coaxial machine gun was destined for terrestrial
ire, essentially at targets on the ground, primarily
enemy troops and fortiied positions. The gun was
targeted using the TSH-16 telescopic sight, with
the aid of the turret traversing mechanism and the cannon
elevating mechanism. The coaxial machine gun was placed
in an adjustment device ixed to the gun cradle. The cannon

had a sectorial elevation mechanism located on the turret bracket to the left of the cannon. This elevation mechanism ensured
the positioning of the barrel at vertical angles ranging from -5°
to +22°. The pointer’s seat was located to the left of the cannon
on the ixing bracket, which in its turn was attached to the left
trunnion boss of the turret front. The height of the seat could be
adjusted, it being attached in one of three positions.

The canon trigger mechanism
consists of electrical and
mechanical (manual) triggers.
The electrical trigger handle
was located on the elevation
hand wheel, and the manual
trigger handle was located
on the left-hand armour
plate.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

008A

Gun elevation gearbox

1

008L

Gunner’s telescopic sight

1

008B

Gun elevation wheel

1

008M

Telescopic sight focus knob

1

008C

Gun elevation handle

1

008N

Telescopic sight shroud

1

008D

Gunner’s seat and support frame

1

008O

Gunner’s telescopic sight base

1

008E

Gunner’s seat cushion

1

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

2+1*

008F

Gun elevation rack gear

1

OM

3.0 × 8mm screw

1+1*

008G

Gun elevation pinion gear

1

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

1+1*

008H

Coaxial DT machine-gun

1

CP

1.5 × 4mm screw

3+1*

008I

Machine-gun magazine

1

EP

1.7 × 5 × 5mm collar-headed screw

1+1*

008J

Gun support

1

GP

2.3 × 4mm screw

1+1*

008K

Gunner’s telescopic sight eyepiece

1

2

Fit the gunner’s seat cushion
(008E) to the top of the gunner’s
seat and support frame (008D)
and secure
with two CP
screws from
CP
underneath.

008D

CP

008E

* includes spares

3

Push the gun elevation gearbox
(008A) into the two small fixing
holes on the side of the gunner’s
seat support frame (008D) in the position
shown. Ensure it is on the same side as
the seat.

008D
008E

008C

008B

008A

008A

008D

008I
008F

008G

008J

008H
008M

008L

008N

4

008O

008K

008A
008D
EP

008G

HM

OM

BP

CP

EP

GP
008A

Fit the gun support (008J)
to the cannon breech right
front (002E) in the position
shown. Ensure the two pins
on the back of the support engage
with the two small holes
in the cannon breech. Fix
with an HM screw through
the larger hole.

5

1

2

002E

008J

HM

Place the gun elevation wheel
(008B) over the projecting part
of the gun elevation gearbox
(008A) and fix with a CP screw through
the centre of the wheel – see inset far
right. Then push the pointed pin
of the gun elevation handle (008C)
firmly into the tiny off-centre hole
in the wheel (008B).

Push the axle of the gun elevation
pinion gear (008G) through
the other side of the gunner’s
seat support frame (008D) and
into the back of the gun elevation
gearbox (008A). Fix with an EP
collar-headed screw through
the gearbox. Do not overtighten
the screw – the pinion gear should
be free to rotate.

008C
008A

008B

CP

3
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6

Fit the gun elevation rack
gear (008F) to the blast
chamber left cover (006K)
as shown, ensuring that the pin on
the back of the rack gear fits into
the corresponding hole in the left
cover. Fix with a BP screw through
the top of the rack gear.

10

008L

006K

008L

BP

008O
GP
006K

008F
008F

7

Fit the gunner’s telescopic sight
base (008O) through the aperture
in the turret front frame left (007B)
and on to the cannon breech left front
(002D). Ensure the pin on the back
of the sight base (008O) fits into the
smaller of the two holes in the breech.
Fix with an HM screw through
the larger hole.

007B
HM

008O

Slide the tip
of the gunner’s
telescopic sight
(008L) into the hole in the
telescopic sight base (008O).
Fix the rear of the telescopic
sight with a GP screw through
its support bracket into
the blast chamber left outer
cover (006K).

11

Fit the coaxial
DT machine-gun
(008H) through
the gun support (008J)
and rest the muzzle through
the small hole in the cannon
mantlet (002B) – see inset
far right.

008H
002B
008H

008J

008F

8

Fit the gunner’s seat and support
frame assembly to the turret front
frame left (007B) with an OM screw.
Ensure that the gun elevation pinion gear
(008G) on the inside of the frame engages
with the rack gear (008F). Do not
overtighten the screw – the entire
gunner’s seat and support frame
should be free to move up and down
on the rack and pinion gears.

OM

12

008G

008I

007B

008H

Press the socket
on the underside
of the machinegun magazine (008I) on to the
notched peg on the top of
the machine-gun (008H).
Ensure the guide channel
on the underside of the
magazine aligns backwards
along the gun. Keep
the assembly safe until
the next stage.

008K

9

008L

008N
008M

4

Push the telescopic sight shroud
(008N) on to the end of the
gunner’s telescopic sight (008L),
ensuring that the lug on the top
of the projecting pin locates with
the corresponding shape of the hole
in the shroud. Push on the sight eyepiece
(008K) beneath the shroud. Then push
on the focus knob (008M). No glue
is required.

5

